
 
 
 
 



 
BLACK PEARL       SYNOPSIS 
Directed by Giovanni Messner and Raul Gasteazoro 
 
Tag Line:  After the apocalypse there will be two tribes… 
 
  
Far into the future after the world has brought about the apocalypse what remains 
of humanity has split into two warring tribes – the Plaebian and the Huron. 
Humankinds ambitions are not wealth or prosperity, but merely survival. The Huron 
tribe have reverted to the Hunter/Gatherer methods of our forefathers becoming 
great warriors with no regard to the future. Whereas the Plaebians are trying to 
rebuild society and tame the wilderness that surrounds mankind when a new, 
unforeseen evil starts to kill them both. This unspeakable evil -- the Sinasu.  Now 
both tribes must work together or finally face humanity’s extinction. 
 
 
TECH SPECS: 
 
BLACK PEARL   
 
Directed by Giovanni Messner and Raul Gasteazoro 
Starring: Julian Perez, Loukas Pappas, Raul Gasteazoro, Edgar Feliciano, Lilly 
Husbands and Nina Carney 
Runtime: 86 minutes 
Format: 16x9 Full Frame HD 
Sound: Dolby Sr. 
Rating: Pending 
Country: ITALY and USA 
Trailer: Available 
Website: www.IndicanPictures.com/www.blackpearlmovie.com 
 
 
 

DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT 
 

“This is our world…” This open statement starts the film which is meant to convey that the film not only 
takes place in our world after the fall of mankind, but that a new society will rise up. Although different in 
customs and practices, these experiences strike a parallel to the problems we face as a country (USA) and 
the world.  The story itself was built to raise questions rather than force answers. As filmmakers who 
strongly believe that storytelling with film is the most effective medium to reach an audience in today’s 
society, we sincerely hope that others will find the issues raised within our film – over-consumption and 
depletion of our natural resources, continued racism, the rigid guidelines so society’s order and 
humanity’s increasing narcissism will evolve and that the film will be the fodder for creative and 
proactive discussion.  

 
Produced and Written by Raul Gasteazoro. Edited by Giovanni Messner. Original Music by Jed 
Smith. Cinematography by Giovanni Messner. 

http://www.indicanpictures.com/www.blackpearlmovie.com
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